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qubeSERIE
Software is ready for iOS 15
Apple recently released iOS 15 for all their devices. We checked the compatibility of our software with
the new operating system and can know recommend you to update your devices to the newest version
Don’t update immediately
With the release of any new operating systems by Apple we don’t recommend updating your devices
immediately. Always wait for our oﬃcial approval so we can ensure that our software still runs perfectly.
We always notify you if you are good to update your devices!
Optimierungen:
- Optimized Translations
- Bugﬁxes and improved performance

NEW RELEASE
NEW Media center integrated in all qubeSERIES monitors
-Receive media now directly on the monitor, e.g. 12-lead ecg.
IMPROVEMENT qubeCPR
-Now it will be easier to identify the qubeCPR sensors, with the option to assign colours and numbers
via the qubeCONTROLLER.
IMPROVEMENT:
- Optimizations to the sound engine
- Optically modiﬁed login dialog
- Fixed a bug where SpO2 could increase to 101%
- Optimization of the SpO2 waveform for a realistic display of pressure ﬂuctuations
- Optimizations for the support area
- General performance improvements

NEW qubeZERO:
The latest member of the qubeSERIES is now available. This versatile generic simulation monitor comes
with a new refreshing screen design and new functions
- Switch between diﬀerent views including clinical, numerical and prehospital
- 12 lead ECG
- Pacer
- AED and manual deﬁbrillator
- CPR feedback integration
- Metronome in resuscitation mode
- Media center

qubeCONTROLLER
NEW:
- Portrait mode has been deactivated
- The app cannot be exited accidentally
- Sensor calibration can now be canceled
- In the preview, Media can now also be zoomed into
Bug ﬁx:
- Pressing analysis deactivates the artifacts and thus resolves a UX issue

Get in touch with us:
Mail: support@skillqube.com
Service-Hotline: +49 (0)6222 – 38 62 65
Web: www.skillqube.com/support

qube3 / qube3T
NEW:
- Charging tone for the qube3 / qube3T was added
- Function extension for the chart while in CPR mode
- Automatic detection of lead II or pads
Optimization:
- EtCo2 is now also displayed in DEFI / CPR mode
- Voice instructions in qube3 / qube3T optimized
Bug ﬁx:
- Correction of errors with PADS and synchronized cardioversion

qube15
Optimization:
- If SpO2 is activated, the heart rate is no longer displayed
Bug ﬁx:
- Incorrect functionality ﬁxed (loading the deﬁbrillator using the rotary push wheel)

qube7
NEW:
- Adjustments to SOFT8 from SCHILLER
- PACER adapted to SOFT8
Optimization:
- The alarm LED now also lights up when there is an alarm
- Adjusted display in manual deﬁ
- Blood pressure measurement display adapted

qubeX
NEW:
- Integration of the IABD measurement
Optimization:
- Revised functionality when switching on
- Adjustments when opening the pacer menu

qubeAssessment
Optimization:
- Reference values are now also displayed in laboratories
- Optimizations for iOS 12.5

